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Consultation Questionnaire


The Help To Stop Foreclosure programs are only for dwellings where the owner lives in the home; it is not investment property.

Please first gather your mortgage documents and put them on your desk or kitchen table before starting this questionnaire. You will need to look through the documents to answer these questions.

If you cannot find the answers to too many of the questions because you cannot locate where the answers are in your documents the documents will need to be faxed in for analysis. This will significantly delay the preliminary audit team in getting your preliminary audit report to you so please try to search the documents.

	 Is this a refinance or purchase money being foreclosed on?  Has this property been refinanced after the original purchase; or is this a second mortgage or is there both a first and second mortgage?


	Is there a date set to sell your home at auction? If so, how long before the sale date?



	Did you sign a forbearance agreement with the Lender and do you know if the agreement has a “Borrower Release of Lender” clause where the borrower agrees to not sue the Lender as consideration in the forbearance agreement?


	Is there another owner or spouse in the home with interest in the home, or anyone else that has interest in the home living there?


	How many copies of the Right to Cancel did you receive?


	When did you receive your copies of the Right To Cancel? 


	How Many TILA pre disclosures did you receive?


	How much were you charged for the Credit Report in the itemized charges? Also, how much does it say on the Credit Report the charge was for the report.


	Are you going through a bankruptcy right now? If you are in bankruptcy is the schedule confirmed or not confirmed.


	Are you currently doing anything else or have done anything else to try to stop foreclosure?


	Was there a broker commission and how much was it in percent or points?


	 Was this a non-stated/non-docs loan?


	 Was your income stated correctly or was it overstated significantly?


	Where did the closing take place?


	 How much did you pay out of pocket to close the loan?


	 Is the broker you used an exclusive broker that only works with the one Lender, your lender or does the broker work with many lenders?


	 Did you receive your Good Faith Estimate or Itemization of Amount Financed 3 days before closing; if not when did you receive your Good Faith Estimate or Itemization docs?


	 Sometimes there are two numbers being used that are the Loan number in docs. One Loan number may be made up of numbers that are part of a Larger Loan number or both numbers may be significantly different. Do you have different Numbers on different pages both Labeled Loan number?


	  What is the total amount of your loan?


